Brief History

Our scale

Yasan Steel Structure Company established in 1994. The core
business in Yasan is design, manufacture and erect electricity
transmission towers.
Yasan was founded in 7th km of Arak city – Iran in an area of 64000 m2
consisting 10000 m2 workshops and 54000 m2 open space for storing
materials and assembling sample towers. All facilities come across to
35000 MT production capacity per year as well as capability of producing
and executing various voltage levels of towers ranging from 63 to 400 kV.
Yasan is honor to be leading company in domestic market and also expand
operation to international market.

What we have done

Other range of activities are namely telecommunication towers, Steel
structural of petroleum industry and miscellaneous steel structures such
as cable car poles. Technical abilities have derived from state of the art
facilities with expertise and experience engineers under most reputable
national and international standards such as ISO9001. Yasan’s operations
has led to customers satisfaction since past till now due to responsible
attention of the company to projects.
Having more than two decades experience has led to well-known
reputation among customers in power industry. Continuous and honest
serve to customers is another reason to preserve customers’ trust for long
time. Outcome of our activities is reinforcing economic infrastructures of
countries.

Company Mission

Mission
To provide superior quality products and services that become reliable energy
infrastructure for countries. Applying newest technologies help us to enjoy competitive
price and preserve our environment in terms of steel consumption.

Vision
Yasan is based for production capacity of 200,000 MT/Year and engaging more than 2000
employees to gain piece of share in global market.

International YASAN

Outlook
It has been main purpose of Yasan to provide technical services not only for domestic
market, but also other developing countries which require to build up their
infrastructures. With more than 30 years experience of manufacturing and supplying
equipment for transmission lines, now Yasan offer the best options to implement EPC
transmission projects.
Following to Yasan’s marketing practices, we have officially registered following
branches to proceed and fulfill local demands and this is still developing:
Sulaymaniah
Yasan Steel Structures is officially registered in 2012 and this branch has successfully
implemented some transmission line projects.
Africa
Yasan Steel Structures (Africa) is officially registered in 2016 (Uganda) and this branch
already participates in African projects.
Along with official presence in mentioned countries, Yasan is part of joint venture in
following countries which are reputed and reliable companies in local markets :
France
Lebanon
Oman
Iraq

TOP EXPORTER 2016

National Award 2016
Yasan has been selected among many manufacturers as top exporter in 2016. This award
is granted by minister of Industry for exporting quality products . This award represents
especial Yasan’s attention to exportation and international markets. We proudly worked
for many countries in Asia and Africa and we have plan to expand our markets to other
countries. This award is graceful because of employers’ satisfaction from Yasan’s
management.

Markazi Province Award
Yasan has been also selected as top exporter in Markazi province which is the industrial
capital of Iran. This award is granted by governor of Markazi province and Chief of Arak
Chamber of Commerce. of Industry for exporting quality products . This award is another
indication of great performance of Yasan in this industry.

